
PRIVATE UNIVERSITY DEMAND FOR AIUB

Information | American International University-Bangladesh (AIUB), American University - Bangladesh (AIUB) is a
government approved private university and facilities responsive of the demands for change and needs of the society.

Students are tested on English, Mathematics, Logical Reasoning and also essay type questions in English.
International Higher Education,  For which system students are fed-up most? Apart from it, by discussing with
the students, it was come to know that there are some solutions that might be fruitful and if properly followed
these problems can be reduced and it might bring the satisfaction among the students. They have Wi-Fi
network but there is no first class facility to make the work perfectly. Do you think that study room of AIUB
has proper ventilators? Student seeking admission to BU must pass an admission test. But it's also a matter of
great regret that the study 11 rooms are not very well structured. In this situation we also have problems with
our seven campuses. Do you like pre-registration system of AIUB should be developed? Proper ventilation is
really needed to keep the students safe from suffocation. It is an open library system to students of AIUB,
which provides rich collection of books including journals, newsletter, thesis works, audio-visual materials
and CDs. If some small steps are taken, it can be resolved. The number and scope of these questions are very
limited, and, as statistics suggests, are predictable by the experienced faculties. Are you satisfy about your
university AIUB campus? We always want the best for our varsity. Lab- short form of laboratory. The
insufficient number of wash rooms and the unhygienic environment even the germs inside the wash rooms are
causing serious diseases. Higher education sub-sector is one of them. The cars and other vehicles should be
placed carefully and in a planned way to use the roads and places. The students face hassle to be comfort with
their vehicles. Insufficient sections of the major courses and unfavorable schedule of that sections cause lots of
troubles for the students and causing the depression. All the functions are vertically stacked around a central
core. According to private university act , the city campus must comprise minimum 1 acre of land. There is no
sufficient space to feel comfortable in the rest room of both ladies and gents. It will improve the reputation
too. The university is an independent organization with its own Board of Trustees.


